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There are No Neo-Nazis in Ukraine
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Global Research Editor’s Note

“According to  the New York  Times,  “The United States  and the European Union have
embraced the revolution here as another flowering of democracy, a blow to authoritarianism
and kleptocracy in the former Soviet space.” ( After Initial Triumph, Ukraine’s Leaders Face
Battle for Credibility, NYTimes.com, March 1, 2014, emphasis added)

“Flowering Democracy, Revolution”? The grim realities are otherwise. What is a stake is a
US-EU-NATO sponsored coup d’Etat in blatant violation of international law.

The forbidden truth is that the West has engineered –through a carefully staged covert
operation– the formation of a proxy regime integrated by Neo-Nazis, including Right Sector
and Svoboda.

The following full length documentary produced by Ukrainian opposition activists provides
detailed evidence, documentation and understanding of the role of Neo-Nazi organizations
as well a historical background.

This footage documenting the atrocities committed by the Kiev regime against the people of
Ukraine have not been shown by the Western media.

Michel Chossudovsky, Global Research, May 30, 2014
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